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A HYBRID MODEL FOR NEARSHORE NONLINEAR WAVE EVOLUTION

Kacey L. Edwards1 Jayaram Veeramony 2, and James M. Kaihatu3

Field and laboratory data show the presence of an equilibrium in the high
frequencies of surf zone frequency spectra. In this region, dissipation of highfrequency energy equilibrates with nonlinear interactions that transfer energyprimarily from low frequencies to high frequencies. The nonlinear interactions
that describe nearshore wave evolution increase model complexity, which re-
sults in an increase in computational expense. To reduce the computationalburden of a nonlinear wave model, it is combined with a parameterization for
surf zone wave spectra, and ifferent implementations of the parameterizations
are tested and the results show that the predicted spectra and Hrms compare
well with data and the full model nonlinear parameters skewness and asym-
metry are not accurately predicted. Several ideas for future improvements are
suggested.

INTRODUCTION
It is well known that as waves propagate through the nearshore en-vironment, they change shape. In the shoaling zone, simple sinusoidalwaves transform into waves with narrow, peaked crests and shallow, broadtroughs. Furthermore, near the area of breaking the waves have a "saw-toothed" (Kirby, 1997) shape where the front face of the wave is steep andthe back of the wave is more gentle sloping.
Wave transformation in the nearshore environment occurs as a result ofenergy transfers between different frequency components of the wave. Al-though energy is transferred between all frequencies, the dominant transferis from low to high frequency. In addition, dissipation preferentially re-moves energy from the high frequency components. In the surf zone, thetransfer of energy to high frequencies and the dissipation of energy fromhigher frequencies reaches an equilibrium; spectra evolve toward a broad,featureless shape for a range of high frequencies.
The transfer of energy'and resulting equilibrium range of high frequencywaves is easily seen in frequency and wavenumber spectra. As depth de-creases, energy at the peak frequency (fp) or peak wavenumber (kp) of a

'Oceanography Division, Naval Research Laboratory, 1009 Balch Blvd., Stennis Space
Center, MS 39529, USA2 Jacobs Engineering, 1009 Balch Blvd., Stennis Space Center, MS 39529, USA3 Zachry Department of Civil Engineerine. Texa.- AY,Mf lTT;,,i, )1 112 "A AITT ,_1
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spectrum decreases and the tail of the spectrum obtains a gentler slope. 10 -3
In the surf zone, the slope or shape of the spectral tail remains relatively 10constant, although the amount of energy in the spectral tail may decrease. - h = 0.35 mThe transformation of spectral shape in the nearshore environment has -' - h=0.15mbeen observed in field and laboratory data, as well as model results (Smith 10 . h =0.05 m& Vincent, 2003; Herbers & Burton, 1997).

Laboratory Experiments 
CyE -sTwo such laboratory experiments are the experiments of Mase & Kirby 10 ': - ,.(1992) (referred to as MK92) and Bowen & Kirby (1994) (referred to as 

'. ..BK94). MK92 measured random waves propagating up a 1 : 20 bottom -"
slope. At the wavemaker, the Pierson-Moskowitz spectrum was charac- 10-6 ..
terized by Hrms = 0.04 m and the fp = 1.0 Hz. Therefore, MK92 is - " ' .,

an example of mostly deep water waves, and the data are characterized
by weak nonlinear interactions and a narrow surf zone. BK94 measured -7
random waves propagating up a 1 : 35 bottom slope. At the wavemaker, 10 0 1 2-
Hrms = 0.08 m and fp = 0.225 Hz. Therefore, their case is an example of 0 1 2 3 45mostly shallow water waves. Nonlinear interactions have more of an effect frequency (Hz)

Figure 1: Frequency Spectra determined from measurments collected during the MK92 lab-on the transformation of wave spectra, and the surf zone is wider, relative oratory experiment.
to MK92.

Despite weak nonlinear interactions in the MK92 data, changes in the computational burden, we anticipate that the hybrid model's estimation ofspectral shape are apparent (Figure 1). In deeper water, where nonlinear spectral tails is an improvement over a full implementation of the weaklyinteractions are the weakest, there is little change in the spectral shape. nonlinear model. We will examine model results in the form of frequencyHowever, as depth decreases and the waves shoal, energy at the low fre- spectra, as well as wave properties computed from the frequency spectraquencies decreases, and energy at higher frequencies increases. Therefore, including Hrms, skewness, and asymmetry.
the slope of the spectral tail decreases. In the surf zone, significant energy
is lost from the spectral peak, and the spectrum is much broader. The slope HYBRID MODEL
of the spectral tail is flatter. Nonlinear Wave Model

Modeling Nonlinear Waves Many types of models are capable of evolving waves through the nearshoreBecause waves do not retain a simple, sinusoidal shape throughout environment, and each model has its advantages and disadvantages. De-the shoaling and surf zones, modeling the evolution of waves through the scribed herein is a frequency domain, weakly nonlinear, dispersive, one-nearshore environment requires a more complex approach than linear the- dimensional wave model (Kaihatu & Kirby, 1995) (referred to as NLMSE).ory. The transfer of energy that causes the changes in the shapes of waves Derivation of the model begins with the boundary value problem expressedand spectra is facilitated by nonlinear, triad interactions. These three- in terms of the velocity potential (0) in only one horizontal dimension. Thewave interactions must be included in a model of nearshore wave evolution governing equation and boundary conditions are
to accurately predict wave shape statistics, which in turn are necessary for
sediment transport problems. Unfortunately, increasing the complexity of a q5 1 + k2 z = 0; -h < z < 0, (1)nearshore wave model by including triad interactions significantly increases = z = -h, (2)the computational expense of the wave model. 12

To reduce the computational burden of a nonlinear wave model, we g77 + Ot + _(q5 + 02) + r/¢Zt O(E3); z = 0, (3)present a hybrid model that combines a weakly nonlinear, dispersive wave rt - Oz + € -x O(e3).; Z o, (4)
model (Kaihatu & Kirby, 1995) with a parameterization of the surf zone
equilibrium range (Smith & Vincent, 2003). In addition to reducing the where . is the velocity potential, E (= ka, < 1) scales the nonlinear tprm•
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tion, and the subscripts refer to derivatives in space (x and z) and time (t) Although the NLMSE includes terms on the left hand side that combinerespectively, 
shoaling, refraction and diffraction, it does not account for energy lost to

The boundary value problem, governed by the Laplace equation (1), friction or breaking. Therefore, Kaihatu & Kirby (1995) add the third termdescribes the movement of an inviscid, irrotational fluid. Furthermore, the (dissipation) to the left hand side of the evolution equation. The dissipationproblem is restricted to progressive waves term is based on the dissipation model of Thornton & Guza (1983). They
define the total energy dissipation asN ig~ig

3fPH
=3-I.-Bf,nAn(x, y)et(f k, d.-w..t) + C.C., (5) 

V16b B rm7n Wln (5 b=16 P9 ^/ 4h5Hns (11)where B and -y are free parameters with values 1.0 and 0.6, respectively,
where N is the number of frequency components. 

and fp is peak frequency.The evolution equation for the amplitudes An is Using the approach of Mase & Kirby (1992) the dissipation model(kC__),_ 
(11) is distributed between frequency independent and frequency depen-

An. + (kCCg)n An + anAn= dent components.2(kCC g)n 
2

8k n R f(k, . -kn dx 
an = ano + an(, (12)

SQn o = F blb, ( 1 3 )+ 2 N f(kn+1 -k -k")dx (6) 
N

+2' SI~~e'f2 
An 12

C = wn/kn is phase speed, and C. = caWn/Okn is group velocity. The coef- an, - a.o] N , (14)ficients R and S are the subharmonic and superharmonic triad interactions
given by 

n f=1 An 2
n=l12_ 

EbR = _g [wkikn- + (lvi + kn- 1)(Wn~1 k1 ±WiknI)wn] 
Eb N 1215W1Wn- 

p Cpg IAn 22 (2 t._ ~) (7) n=1
2 N is the number of frequency components, and F is a free parameter that= [wSkikn+ + (k[+2 - kt)(wn+1 k1 + wikn+i)wan] determines what percentage of the dissipation model (11) is distributed toWcaLdn++ 

the frequency independent function (13).
2(w2 - w + wn+1 )" (8) The right hand side of the evolution equation contains nonlinear sums,g (which 

replicate the nonlinear interactions between waves of different fre-The one dimensional model is initialized offshore with a wave spec- quencies. Unfortunately, the complexity of the nonlinear sums makes thetrum. It moves forward in space determining complex amplitudes for a NLMSE model computationally expensive. The nonlinear sums require a
given number of frequency components (N). 

number of computations on the order of N 2. In addition, the NLMSE
Biecanusebter eof uequ atiycompones derived amodel 

can potentially overpredict energy in very high frequencies (Figure

Because the evolutibn equation is derived assuming weak nonlinearity 2).
and mild slope, the model retains the linear depth dependence and linear 2).dispersion relation given by Surf Zone Parameterizationdispersio re o g e bh +To 

reach our goals of reducing the computational expense of modelingcosh kn(h + and (9) wave evolution in the nearshore environment and improving the ability toS cosh kh replicate high frequency energy, we employ the surf zone parameterization
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Until 2003, little effort was put into parameterizing surf zone waves. S(k) = 3Tobk 5
/2  

kh> 1 (16)Following the development of deep water wave parameterizations (Resio,Pihl, Tracy & Vincent, 2001) and previous work by Thornton (1977) and S(k) = 3Zakk-4/ 3; kp < k < 1/h (17)Zakharov (1999), Smith &- Vincent (2003) described a parameterization for OTrb- = aTobah's (18)surf zone(Hrms/h > 0.4) wave spectra. (18)Relying on wavenumber spectra from many laboratory and field ex- I3 zak = azh 1 ' 7  
(19)periments, Smith and Vincent (2003) found that the range of frequencies Because the subranges intersect at k = 1/h, 0 Toba =Zak = 0.0103 =for which energy transfer and dissipation equilibrated was composed of two a. In addition, the dependence on depth requires that the energy levelsubranges. They call the two subranges the Zakaharov range and the Toba decreases as depth decreases.range. The Zakharov range is valid for low wavenumbers (kp < k < 1/h),and the Toba range is valid for high wavenumbers (k > 1/h). Therefore, Combining the Two Componentsboth ranges exist only if kph-<< 1. 

Use of the parameterization in conjuction with the NLMSE model in-Each subrange has its own shape and energy level. The ranges are sures a reduction in computation expense because the number of frequencydefined mathematically as power laws in wavenumber space and are written components explicitly determined by the NLMSE model decreases. To
combine the two, use the relation

S(f-)df = S(k,,)dkn. (20)h = 0.35 m In addition, complex amplitudes are determined for the equilibrium
MK92 data range using the relation

- - NLMSE model results

NLMS~~rr~dA_ reut IS(fn)df OSV -2 e (21)
where 0, is a random phase produced by a random number generator.

0 1 2 3 4 5 ALTERNATIVE 03Toba

h 0.15 m Because the parameterization was developed for surf zone wave spectra,it does not represent offshore wave spectra well. At offshore locations, the
C slope of the parameterization compares reasonably to data; however, theE 

coefficients overestimate the energy of the equilibrium range (Figure 3 ).10-5 
Limiting use of the parameterization to the surf zone region works well, buthinders any computational savings. This is especially true for cases similar
to MK92 where the surf zone is relatively narrow.0 1 2 3 4 5 An alternative approach to determine the beta coefficient was explored.h = 0.05 m I
3Toba was written not only as a function of water depth but also as a
function of the nonlinearity parameter Hrms/,h. This was accomplished byCo writing•- 10- 

Hs (22)1O 
C is a constant that defines a as a fraction of the nonlinearity parameter.

0 1 2 f 3 4 It is given by the relation0 (s-') 
c = oH (23)

Hrms,o

Figure 2: Results from the NLMSE model, where no, ho, and Hr,,,s.o represent offshore values, and
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BK94 data ..... S(k)Ta - - - S(k)Za hybrid models do. However, as depth decreases, the NALF hybrid model

0d =0.369 m underestimates the frequency spectrum. The SNV hybrid model compares
10° 

to the data well in the parameterized range, butoverestimates low frequencyE -energy. Well into the surf zone, both hybrid models compare well.

S10-s
-1 

h 0.369 m
10-1 10 0 101 10 2

10V2 d =0.175 m 
E

10 
0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5

h = 0.175 m10-1 10°0 10 1 102 •• I10- 

_lI

10 0 d =0.084 m SEo-10-s

'" 10I 
, 

" ----

10 -
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U) 
h =0.084 m10... ., ,U, t1 -1 0 |"

10-1 100 101 102 E .0

k (m-) (1)
Figure 3: Comparison of Smith & Vincent (2003) parameterization to data from the BK94 0 0.5 1 ) 1.5 2 2.5
experiment. 

- BK94 data ....... NLMSE -- -- - SNV hybrid ..-.. NALF hybrid

kN Figure 4: Frequency spectra resulting from the hybrid models and the NLMSE model.
__=__h (2__) A The SNV hybrid model compares well through the modeled domain,OToba'O 5fkN but the computational expense is not lessened. The NALF hybrid modelh°sj k-5 / 2 dk required only fifteen percent of the NLMSE model's computational time.

Jk=l/h The NALF hybrid model compares well to the data at the offshore locationwhere S(k)o is the wavehiumber spectrum at the offshore boundary. because the constant, C, depends on offshore parameters. This fraction,Frequency spectra resulting from the NLMSE model, the hybrid model however, is not constant through the entire domain.using a = 0.0103 (referred to as SNV) and the hybrid model using (22) Comparisons of wave parameters determined from the data and the(referred to as NALF) are compared in Figure 4. As expected, offshore various model results reflect what is observed in the frequency spectra com-the SNV hybrid model provides the same results as the NLMSE model. In parisons (Figure 5). The SNV hybrid model replicates Hrms outside theaddition, the NALF hybrid model compares well; the results overestimate surf zone, but once the surf zone is reached Hn, oh,V e
.41 

-1.. 
k.ýT... 

I.. 90 surfL... zone, but. once the4Cm sur zoe srechflqd
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tling into agreement with the data. The NALF hybrid model significantly To obtain the evolution equation for the phases, we began by assuminaunderestimates H,.,,, until well into the surf zone. that

SBK94 data ....... NLMSE - - - SNV hybrid .... NALF hybrid An = anei¢"(x). (25)After substituting (25) into (6), we solved for the partial derivative of
0.1 On and used the result to specify phase for the equilibrium range so that

E: -- - - - - - -- 8 nCg,.an
0.05

0 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25 0.3 0.35 0.4 0.45 " Raian-le'f(ki+ký-,-k"+¢z+¢"-ý-¢,)d.

2 N-n

S.• •. -- • ,,.•. ...... ,..- -. /Figure 6 shows skewness and asymmetry results from the SNV hybrid"0 J.model using random, constant, and evolved phases. Neither the constant-1 __'" __,_,_,_,_,_, _, phase nor the evolved phase appears to improve the hybrid model's ability

0 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25 0.3 0.35 0.4 0.45 to produce the nonlinear parameters or H,,,.

2- SUMMARYModeling wave evolution through the shoaling and surf zones requires
E 

a complex model that is cmuainlyexpensive.Intisudhecm(n1 •plex model is a frequency domain, weakly nonlinear, dispersive one dimen-.a -
sional wave model (Kaihatu & Kirby, 1995). The computational expense isreduced by limiting the number of frequency components explicitly deter-

0 0.0 0.1 0.15 0.2 .25 03 0.5 0.n0.4 by the nonlinear model and determining the complex amplitudes at
10 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25 0.3 0.35 0.4 0.45 the excluded frequencies with a parameterization.depth (m) The surf zone parameterization as described by Smith & Vincent (2003)

Figure 5: Wave parameters determined from NLMSE and hybrid model results. Top: Hrm., was combined with the NLMSE model (Kaihatu & Kirby, 1995) to formMiddle: skewness, Bottom: asymmetry. a hybrid model. Because the parameterization applies to only the surfzone, no computational savings was acheived. However, the hybrid model
Comparisons of the parameters skewness and asymmetry show that produced a better replication of high frequency energy.neither of the hybrid models reproduce the nonlinear properties. Accurate Using an alternative descripton of OToba allows the parameterizationenergy transfers require correct phase locking. The random phases, On, used to be used outside the surf zone. Therefore, the computational burdento determine complex amplitudes in the equilibrium range do not ensure of evolving waves through a domain is lessened. However, .*oba's depththe correct phase locking, dependence dominates the parameterization, and the hybrid model does

not compare well in the surf zone.PHASE REPRESENTATION 
Model results are reiterated in the computation of Hrm,. The SNVIn an effort to improve the nonlinear properties, two additional phase hybrid model provides Hrm, estimates that compare well offshore and insiderepresentations were explored. First, the offshore phases were held constant the surf zone. However, there is a region of overestimation because for anthrough the domain. Then, the evolution equation was used to evolve the area of the domain, the SNV hybrid overestimates the low frequency energy.nhapqe through the domain. For mont nf fha PVQO -:- L... I.
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